
CATESOL Minutes 2016 – 03 – 10 (March 10) 

Meeting called to order 4:35. 

In attendance: Angela Pesce, Chapter Coordinator (ELS); Annette Flower, Conference Chair (ELS); Elaine 

Chang, Webmaster (ELC); Randy Rightmire, Secretary (UCSB); Terease Chin, 2nd Conference Chair (SBCC 

Continuing Education). 

Conference news: 

Annette, for the conference committee, reported estimated expenses of $2,200 and estimated revenue 

of $3,825. These estimates are based on projected attendance of 44 members, 16 nonmembers, 22 

students and volunteers, and 3 publishers. These projections are based on attendance at the last 

conference. The estimated revenue assumes conference fees of $45 for members, $60 for nonmembers, 

$30 for students/volunteers, and $75 for publishers. 

We discussed revising these estimates based on the unavailability of publishers, except for Jonathan 

Boggs of Pearson, due to another conference in northern CA on April 23. Due to publisher unavailability, 

we can expect lower revenue.  

Also, due to the shortened planning time and lower visibility of the chapter compared to recent 

conferences, we should project a lower turnout this year. Lower turnout means lower revenues as well 

as lower costs. 

Along with lower turnout, we should project fewer presenters. Angela reported that we had received 

only one proposal, from Jonathan Boggs, representing Pearson. We agreed to extend the deadline for 

proposals to March 22. Assuming a lower number of presentations, we agreed to aim for 12 

presentations, in 3 concurrent sessions.  

Presently we are emailing conference information to our contact list. The next step is to email to all 

CATESOL members in the area. Our conference info has not been announced to the CATESOL listserv. 

We need Don Sillings to provide access. 

Dr. Anita Cruse has been approached confirmed as a plenary speaker. Her topic is “Growth Mindset.” 

We should seek confirmation that she can tailor her talk to the CATESOL audience. 

We discussed the need for good quality breakfast and lunch options. Terease reported on some lower 

cost options for food and beverages which will cost less than was spent in prior conference years. Food 

service offered a box lunch, which costs less than buffet service. Terease wants to avoid box lunches but 

found that we can get prepared salads for an equivalent cost. We discussed the possibility of changing 

from salads to sandwiches, or adding sandwiches to salads. Elaine remarked on the popularity of 

sandwiches at the OC regional conferences. We discussed muffins versus bagels for breakfast and 

agreed that muffins should be larger than mini. 

Next meeting to take place on March 24, 4:30 p.m., at ELS (after spring break and shortly after the Mar. 

22 proposals deadline). 

Meeting adjourned 5:35. 


